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Abstract We consider the school choice problem where students may prefer to be assigned to the same school as a neighbor. In that setting, we show that a variation on the Top Trading Cycles mechanism is both strategy-proof and Pareto ecient, and that it achieves a well-dened upper bound on stability for strategy-proof mechanisms. In contrast, the student-proposing Deferred Acceptance mechanism is not stable, strategy-proof, or Pareto ecient. We also present a modied school-proposing Deferred Acceptance mechanism with improved stability properties. Our setting has important dierences from both matching with couples and matching with preferences over colleagues. JEL Classication: C78, D61, H75, I28 Key Words: Matching Theory, Market Design, School Choice Problem



1 Introduction In this paper, we consider the school choice problem where students may prefer to attend the same school as their neighbors.



In that setting, the student-proposing Deferred
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Acceptance mechanism (Gale and Shapley (1962); Abdulkadiro§lu and Sönmez (2003)) loses some of its appealing qualities. We propose an alternative mechanism (a variation on the Top Trading Cycles algorithm (Shapley and Scarf, 1974; Abdulkadiro§lu and Sönmez, 2003)) that is Pareto ecient and strategy-proof and that achieves an upper bound on stability that we derive for strategy-proof mechanisms. Students and their families may be better o, all else equal, if neighboring children



1



of the same age attend the same school.



In his 2012 State of the City address, Boston



Mayor Thomas Menino said, Pick any street. schools.



A dozen children probably attend a dozen dierent



Parents might not know each other; children might not play to-



gether. They can't carpool, or study for the same tests. We won't have the schools our kids deserve until we build school communities that serve them well.



2



During the discussions on the Boston school choice plans in 2012-2013, the Quality Choice Plan group (composed of city councilors and state representatives) advocated allowing groups of two to eleven families with shared educational goals and values to apply as a unit to schools anywhere in the city. The group delivered 7,048 signatures



3



to the External Advisory Committee.



Hu (2013), using data from the New York City



public school system, shows that immediate neighbors tend to request the same schools. As Echenique and Yenmez (2007, p.46) argue, In school choice, it seems that students, and their parents, care primordially about colleagues. We model this complementarity in preferences as follows: each student either is a singleton or is a member of a xed, exogenous group of neighbors. For simplicity, we set the size of the neighbor group to two. (We consider the case in which group size is greater than two in Appendix B.) Singleton students have strict preferences over schools. Neighbors have a subset of schools that they prefer to attend together, and after those each of the two neighbors has an
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individual ranking of the schools.



For example, if students



rst choice might be to attend school



s



a and a0 , are neighbors, their



together. Failing that option, each student has



preferences over his own assignment that are independent of his neighbor's assignment.



1 Local



government may derive an additional benet from economies of scale in transporting students.



2 http://charlestownbridge.com/2012/01/26/meninos-pledge-on-schools-is-positive-for-charlestown/ 3 http://www.qualitychoiceplan.com/#!the-quality-choice-plan/c28i 4 Each



bor.



neighbor might rank dierently the schools that he prefers to attend together with his neigh-



2



That is, student



a



0



a



might prefer being assigned to



is assigned to a school other than



s0 6= s



over being assigned to



s



when



s.



The interpretation of this preference structure is that a student has preferences over his neighbor's school only because he may derive benets from attending the same school, and that those benets are not uniform across schools. For example, neighbors attending a very large school might have only a small chance of sharing teachers or homework assignments. For the same reason, a student may rank schools dierently if he is attending them on his own than if he is attending with his neighbor. It is well known that the possibility that students have preferences over their classmates and not just over their own school assignments has important consequences for



5



the school choice problem.



Starting from the seminal paper by Abdulkadiro§lu and



Sönmez (2003), the literature has examined dierent methods for assigning students to public schools that have limited capacity and that therefore rank potential students according to xed priorities for admission.
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Desirable features of an assignment method



are Pareto eciency, stability (the property that students cannot claim seats at a school if they have lower priority for those seats than the students who are assigned to that school), and strategy-proofness (so that students cannot gain from misrepresenting their preferences over schools).



Balinski and Sönmez (1999) show that no method has all



three properties, because eciency and stability are incompatible. Abdulkadiro§lu and Sönmez (2003) propose the student-proposing Deferred Acceptance (DA) mechanism of Gale and Shapley (1962) and the Top Trading Cycles (TTC) mechanism for use in the school choice problem. For the case where all students are singletons (that is, they do not have preferences over the assignments of other students), the student-proposing DA mechanism is both stable and strategy-proof, while the TTC mechanism is ecient and strategy-proof. Abdulkadiro§lu, Pathak, Roth, and Sönmez (2005, p.371) argue that school districts may choose a stable mechanism over an ecient one because lawsuits might follow if a child is excluded from a school while another with lower priority is admitted.
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We show



8



that in the school choice problem with neighbors, a stable matching may not exist.



5 See,



It



for example, the discussion in Echenique and Yenmez (2007). (2011) and Sönmez and Ünver (2008) provide excellent reviews of this literature. 7 See also Abdulkadiro§lu, Pathak, Roth, and Sönmez (2006) and Abdulkadiro§lu, Pathak, and Roth (2005). 8 This result does not directly follow from the non-existence results for the couples problem, since the structure of preferences in our setting is dierent and agents have more potential ways to manipulate a mechanism. Moreover, in Appendix A, we demonstrate that our impossibility results hold even in 6 Pathak
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follows that the student-proposing DA mechanism is not stable in that setting, and in fact it is not strategy-proof either. Our focus, then, is to derive the strictest version of stability such that a strategyproof mechanism satisfying that notion exists  presumably an assignment meeting that standard would survive a legal challenge. To that end, we introduce the notion of



stability :



α ∈ R+ ,



α-



α-stable if (i) no seats are wasted, and (ii) a student a's priority for a school s, which has q seats, can be violated (that is, a prefers s to his current assignment, but another student with a lower priority for s is assigned to s) only if a does not rank among the top α · q students in school s's priority order. 1 1 , no α-stable mechanism is strategy-proof. That is, We prove that for α > 2 2 for any



a matching is



stability is the upper bound for any strategy-proof mechanism. We show that a variation on the TTC mechanism achieves that upper bound and is both strategy-proof and Pareto ecient. Further, under the variation of TTC truth-telling remains optimal (dominant strategy) even if students are allowed to falsely report the identities of their neighbors. When the group size increases, the upper bound on stability for a strategy-proof mechanism shrinks, but we show (in Appendix B) that the TTC mechanism achieves that upper bound on stability and also preserves eciency and strategy-proofness. We also show how to modify the school-proposing DA mechanism to improve its stability properties, although it still fails to be strategy-proof. In particular, we show that under the modied school-proposing DA mechanism, the resulting matching is



individual-stable



in the following sense:



no one student prefers to move to a school



where he has priority over an already-assigned student (or where there is an unlled seat). There may, however, exist a pair of neighbors who would benet from making such a move together.



Related literature Our paper is related to the work on matching with couples, including Roth (1984), Roth and Sotomayor (1990), Dutta and Masso (1997), Klaus and Klijn (2005), and Kojima, Pathak, and Roth (2013).



The main dierences between that environment and our



setting are that couples share a unique preference ordering over their joint assignments, and that a member of a couple thus cares about the assignment of her partner even if they are not assigned together. Roth (1984) shows that stable matchings may not exist when couples are present.



Dutta and Masso (1997) and Klaus and Klijn (2005) give



large markets. 4



conditions on the preference domain that guarantee the existence of stable matchings in the couples problem. Revilla (2007) and Pycia (2012) generalize that analysis to broader settings of matching with preferences over colleagues. However, all these conditions are very restrictive, and they are unlikely to be satised by preferences in the school choice problem with neighbors.



For example, each member of a neighbor pair may prefer



being assigned together to school assigned to



s1



s1



over being assigned together to school



alone over being assigned to



s2



s2



over being



alone. That preference prole does not



satisfy weak responsiveness which Klaus and Klijn (2005) have shown is a necessary and suciency condition for the existence of stable matching in the couples problem. For the couples problem, Kojima, Pathak, and Roth (2013) show that a stable matching exists with high probability in large markets. That result, however, requires that the fraction of agents who are part of a couple shrinks as the market grows. (See Ashlagi, Braverman, and Hassidim (2014).) That assumption, which Kojima, Pathak, and Roth (2013) argue is reasonable for medical residency matching, is not appropriate for school choice in an urban setting where many children live close together. To our knowledge, the existence of matchings that satisfy weaker stability notions (like our



α-stability



or



individual-stability) has not been studied in the couples problem. In a recent paper, Pycia and Yenmez (2015) study a matching problem with externalities where a member of a couple becomes more selective about the alternatives as the other member is assigned a better object. In that environment, they show that a stable matching always exists. Although externalities are present in our model, neighbors' preferences typically do not satisfy that substitutability condition of Pycia and Yenmez (2015). For example, a school becomes more attractive to a student when is neighbor is assigned there. School choice with neighbors diers in important ways from both the couples problem and matching with preferences over colleagues (considered by Echenique and Yenmez, 2007). A student cares about the school assignment of another student only if they are neighbors. Further, a student cares about the school assignment of his neighbor only if they are assigned to the same school, in contrast to the couples problem. Our analysis thus extends to other settings with those features, such as house allocation and course allocation, as we discuss briey in the conclusion. Technically, those features mean that a matching mechanism should treat a pair of neighbors neither as two separate agents (as in the standard school choice problem) nor as a single agent (as in the couples problem), but as



three



agents: as a pair when their interests are aligned, and as separate agents



otherwise. We use that approach in constructing the modied school-proposing DA and
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TTC mechanisms in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, Ashlagi and Shi (2013) are motivated by this same issue of sending neighboring students to the same schools, but they take a very dierent approach. They examine mechanisms with correlated lotteries, which maintain marginal assignment probabilities but increase the chance that students from the same neighborhood are assigned together. The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: in the next section we describe the model and dierent notions of stability. In Section 3 we show that there are, in a well-dened sense, upper bounds on how stable a mechanism and a strategy-proof mechanism can be. In Section 4, we demonstrate how to modify the DA mechanism to reach the rst of those bounds. In Section 5 we present a version of the TTC mechanism that attains the strategy-proof upper bound and has other desirable properties as well. Section 6 is the conclusion.



2 Model Our environment is like the standard school choice setting (Abdulkadiro§lu and Sönmez, 2003), with one exception: some students are paired as neighbors. Each pair of neighbors has a set of schools that they prefer being assigned to together over being assigned separately to any pair of schools.



If they are not assigned together to one of their



favored schools, then each member of the pair has strict preferences over schools that are independent of the school that his neighbor is assigned to. The students without neighbors (the singletons) have strict preferences over schools. Formally, a school choice problem with neighbors is represented by a six-tuple



[S, A, q, , h, R],



consisting of the



following parts: 1. a nite set of schools



S = {s∅ , s1 , s2 , ..., sn };



q = (qs )s∈S ,



2. a capacity vector



where



qs



3. a set of students



A = {a1 , a2 , ..., am };



4. a priority order



= (s )s∈S ,



students in



a;



s



is school



s's



s ∈ S;



strict priority order over



A;



5. a neighbor prole agent



where



is the number of available seats in



h = (h(a))a∈A ,



where



and
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h(a) ⊆ A \ {a}



denotes the neighbors of



6. a preference prole



R = (Ra )a∈A ,



Ra is student a's S |h(a)|+1 .



where



and transitive) preference relation over



rational (i.e., complete



The rst four parts are the same as in the standard school choice problem. School represents the outside option: a student matched with



qs∅ = |A|. If h(a) = ∅,



s∅



s∅



is not assigned to any school,



and



that means that student



a



is a singleton and does not have preferences



over the school assignment of any other student.



It is easy to see that the standard



school choice problem is a special case of the school choice problem with neighbors in



h(a) = ∅ for all a ∈ A. If student a0 is a neighbor of student a, then a is a neighbor 0 0 0 of a : a ∈ h(a) if and only if a ∈ h(a ). Let A1 be the set of students without neighbors, i.e. A1 = {a ∈ A|h(a) = ∅}. Similarly, we denote the set of students with neighbors by AN = {a ∈ A|h(a) 6= ∅}. For simplicity, we assume throughout that each student has 9 at most one neighbor, so that |h(a)| ≤ 1 for all a ∈ A. In that case, any student with which



a neighbor has preferences over pairs of schools, his own and his neighbor's assignment. The notation



(s, s0 )



represents the allocation in which a student is placed at school



and his neighbor is placed at school



0



s.



s



In Appendix B, we relax this assumption and



we allow students to have more than one neighbor. Let



Pa



and



Ia



denote the antisymmetric (strict preference) and symmetric (indier-



ence) parts of student



a's



preference relation



Ra ,



respectively. We make the following



assumptions about the preference of students: 1. For any



a ∈ A1 , Ra



2. For any



a ∈ AN ,



sRa s0 ⇐⇒ sPa s0



is antisymmetric:



there exists a subset of schools



K{a,h(a)} ⊂ S



(a)



(s, s)Pa (s0 , s00 )



if



s ∈ K{a,h(a)}



and



s0 6= s00



(b)



(s, s)Pa (s0 , s0 )



if



s ∈ K{a,h(a)}



and



s0 ∈ / K{a,h(a)}



(c)



(s, s0 )Ia (s, s00 )



if



s0 6= s



(d)



(s, s0 )Ia (s, s00 )



if



s∈ / K{a,h(a)} ;



(e)



(s, s¯)Ra (s0 , sˆ) ⇐⇒ (s, s¯)Pa (s0 , sˆ)



and



whenever



s 6= s0 .



such that



; ;



s00 6= s; and if



s 6= s0 .



Assumption 1 implies that students without neighbors have strict preferences over schools. If student



a



has a neighbor, then he prefers being assigned together with his



9 It



will then be convenient sometimes to abuse notation and refer to h(a) as an element of A rather than as a subset of A. 7



neighbor to a school in



K{a,h(a)}



to any matching where either he and his neighbor are



assigned to dierent schools (Assumption 2a) or they are assigned together to a school



K{a,h(a)} (Assumption 2b). Moreover, student a has strict preferences over which schools in K{a,h(a)} he and his neighbor are assigned to (Assumption 2e). If student a and his neighbor are not assigned together to a school in K{a,h(a)} , then student a is innot in



dierent about his neighbor's school (Assumptions 2c and 2d) and has strict preferences over his own school (2e). In Section 5.3, we discuss the consequences of relaxing those assumptions.



a who has a neighbor, it will be useful to dene student a's singleton preference relation P¯a , which represent his (strict) preferences over his own school conditional on not being assigned together with his neighbor to a school in K{a,h(a)} . The ¯a is derived as follows: singleton preference relation P For each student



sP¯a s0 ⇔ (s, sˆ)Pa (s0 , s¯) s 6= sˆ and s0 6= s¯. Our assumptions on preferences guarantee the existence of a ¯a for each a ∈ AN . Similarly, it will be convenient to denote student a's strict unique P



where



preference order over schools in



K{a,h(a)}



by the vector



 ¯ a = s1 , . . . , s|K{a,h(a)} | , K where



(s1 , s1 )Pa (s2 , s2 ) . . . Pa (s|K{a,h(a)} | , s|K{a,h(a)} | ). For example, if students



a1



and



a2



are neighbors, then the notation



¯ a1 = K ¯ a2 = (s1 , s2 ), s1 P¯a1 s2 P¯a1 s∅ , s2 P¯a2 s∅ P¯a2 s1 K means that their rst choice is to be assigned to school



s1



together, and their second



s2 together. Otherwise each student cares only about his own school: student a1 ranks s1 over s2 over the outside option, and student a2 ranks s2 over the outside option over s1 . Note that even though student a1 prefers s1 over s2 if he is on his own, if his neighbor a2 is with him the ordering is reversed. We allow neighbors to



choice is school



rank school pairs in their joint list in dierent orders. Call



¯a K



student



a's



joint preference relation.



A student



a



need not have the



h(a), although they share the same set of schools that they prefer to attend together, K{a,h(a)} . For instance, ¯ a 6= K ¯ h(a) . For neighbors may rank the schools in K{a,h(a)} in dierent orders, so that K ¯ a and K ¯ h(a) are consistent if they rank any neighbor pair (a, h(a)), joint preferences K



same singleton preferences or joint preferences as his neighbor



the same subset of schools.
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Denitions A



matching is a function µ : A → S assigning each student to a school or to the outside



option



s∅ .



If



to a school all



s ∈ S.



s



µ(a) = s∅ ,



then student



a



is unassigned. The number of students assigned



cannot exceed the number of available seats at school



Let



M



s: |µ−1 (s)| ≤ qs



for



be the set of all possible matchings.



a ∈ A1 strictly prefers matching µ to matching µ0 0 0 if he strictly prefers µ(a) to µ (a), i.e., µ(a)Pa µ (a). Similarly, a student b ∈ AN with a 0 0 0 neighbor strictly prefers µ to µ if he strictly prefers (µ(b), µ(h(b))) to (µ (b), µ (h(b))). 0 A matching µ Pareto dominates matching µ if all students in A weakly prefers µ to µ0 and there is at least one student a ∈ A who strictly prefers µ to µ0 . A matching µ is Pareto ecient if there is no matching µ0 ∈ M that Pareto dominates µ. A mechanism ψ species a matching for each school choice problem with neighbors. We denote the outcome of mechanism ψ for problem [S, A, q, , h, R] by ψ[S, A, q,  , h, R] and the assignment of student a by ψa [S, A, q, , h, R]. We say that a singleton student



We assume for now that the neighbor prole is known to the mechanism. return to that issue in Section 5.)



(We



Thus, a singleton student just reports his strict



preferences over schools including being unassigned option, as in the standard school choice problem. A student with a neighbor reports both his singleton preferences and his joint preferences. (Recall that a joint preference relation is an ordered list of a subset of the schools, and that the subset is the same for both neighbors.) A mechanism



ψ



is



strategy-proof



if no student can benet from misreporting his



S , let R(S) denote the set of strict rational



singleton preferences. Given a set of schools preference relations over on



S.



Formally, mechanism



neighbors



•



S,



[S, A, q, , h, R],



and let



ψ



K(S)



denote the set of joint preference relations



is strategy-proof if for each school choice problem with



the following two conditions hold:



There do not exist a singleton student



a ∈ A1



and a preference relation



R0 ∈ R(S)



such that



ψa [S, A, q, , h, (R0 , R−a )] Pa ψa [S, A, q, , h, R]. •



There do not exist a student



a ∈ AN



with a neighbor and a singleton preference



9



relation



P¯ 0 ∈ R(S)



such that



10



¯ a ), R−a )] Pa ψa [S, A, q, , h, R]. ψa [S, A, q, , h, ((P¯ 0 , K Since it may be plausible that pairs of neighbors can collude to misreport their preferences together if it makes them both better o, we also dene a stricter notion, joint



ψ is joint strategy-proof if for each [S, A, q, , h, R], the following condition holds:



strategy-proofness. A strategy-proof mechanism school choice problem with neighbors



•



There do not exist a student



0 P¯a0 , P¯h(a) ∈ R(S),



relations



K(S)



a ∈ AN



with a neighbor



h(a),



singleton preference



and consistent joint preference relations



¯0,K ¯0 K a h(a) ∈



such that



¯ 0 ), (P¯ 0 , K ¯ 0 ), R−{a,h(a)} )] Pa ψa [S, A, q, , h, R] ψa [S, A, q, , h, ((P¯a0 , K a h(a) h(a)



and



¯ 0 ), (P¯ 0 , K ¯ 0 ), R−{a,h(a)} )] Ph(a) ψh(a) [S, A, q, , h, R]. ψh(a) [S, A, q, , h, ((P¯a0 , K a h(a) h(a)



Notions of stability Because of the complementarity in preferences, a pair of neighbors might benet from changing schools together.



We will dene dierent notions of priority violations ac-



cording to how such switches are treated: singleton violations for students without a neighbor (as in the standard school choice problem), individual violations for a student with a neighbor who can change only his own school, and group violations for neighbors who can switch together,



µ



is



singleton-violated if sPa µ(a) and



a  s a0 ; |µ−1 (s)| < qs . that



we say that a seat at



Similarly, for a student



a ∈ AN



s



is



a ∈ A1 's



s in matching −1 there exists another student a ∈ µ (s) such singleton-wasted for a in µ if sPa µ(a) and



Formally, we say that a singleton student



priority for school



0



s is |µ−1 (s)| 



with a neighbor, we say that a seat at school



individual-wasted for a in matching µ if (s, µ(h(a)))Pa (µ(a), µ(h(a))) and qs ; we say that a's priority for school s in µ is individual-violated if either 10 Alternatively,



¯ a over the we could also consider a student with a neighbor misreporting his ranking K set of schools K{a,h(a)} that he prefers to attend with his neighbor, as long as he stays consistent with his neighbor in reporting K{a,h(a)} . Using the weaker denition of strategy proofness above strengthens the nonexistence results in Proposition 1. In Section 5, we briey explain that our positive results are robust to allowing joint preference manipulation. 10



1.



µ(h(a)) 6= s, (s, µ(h(a)))Pa (µ(a), µ(h(a))), a s a0 ; or



2.



µ(h(a)) = s, (s, s)Pa (µ(a), s), h(a) s a0 ; or



and there exists



3.



µ(h(a)) = s, (s, s0 )Pa (µ(a), s) 0 that a s a .



for any



and there exists



s0 ∈ S ,



a0 ∈ µ−1 (s)



a0 ∈ µ−1 (s)



such that



and there exists



such that



a  s a0



a0 ∈ µ−1 (s)



and



such



That is, a student's priority is individual-violated if (1) he would like to switch to a school without his neighbor and has priority over some other student currently at that school; if (2) he would like to switch to his neighbor's school and both he and his neighbor have higher priority than some other student currently at that school; or if (3) he would like to switch to his neighbor's school even if his neighbor is bumped out, and he has priority over some student, possibly his neighbor.



a ∈ AN and his neighbor h(a), we say that a seat at school s is groupwasted for (a, h(a)) in matching µ if (s, s)Pa (µ(a), µ(h(a))) and |µ−1 (s)| < qs − 1; we say that the pair's priority for school s in µ is group-violated if (s, s)Pa (µ(a), µ(h(a))), s∈ / {µ(a), µ(h(a)}, and either For a student



1. there exist 2.



a0 , a00 ∈ µ−1 (s)



|µ−1 (s)| = qs − 1



such that



and there exists



a0 6= a00 ,



and



a0 ∈ µ−1 (s)



a s h(a) s a0 s a00 ;



such that



a s a0



and



or



h(a) s a0 .



That is, the priority of a student and his neighbor is group-violated if (1) they would like to switch together to a school where each has priority over two students currently at that school; or if (2) they would like to switch together to a school that has one empty seat and one current student over whom they both have priority.



µ is singleton-non-wasteful if there does not exist a neighborless student a ∈ A1 and school s ∈ S such that a seat at s is singleton-wasted for a in µ; µ is singleton-fair if there does not exist a neighborless student a ∈ A1 and school s ∈ S such that a's priority for s is singleton-violated in µ. Individual-non-wasteful, A matching



individual-fair, group-non-wasteful,



and



group-fair matchings are dened analo-



gously. A matching



µ is non-wasteful if it is singleton-non-wasteful, individual-non-wasteful,



and group-non-wasteful. A matching is group-fair.



We say that a matching is



fair if it is singleton-fair, individual-fair, and stable if it is non-wasteful and fair. (Under



our assumptions on preferences, this denition of stability corresponds to the notion of



11



11



stability in Dutta and Masso, 1997 and Echenique and Yenmez, 2007.



) A matching is



unilateral-stable if it is singleton-non-wasteful, singleton-fair, individual-non-wasteful, 12



and individual-fair.



Note that because school



s∅



has enough seats for all students by



assumption (that is, any student may be unassigned), each of these notions of stability implies individual rationality. By denition, stability implies unilateral-stability. Under unilateral-stability, no one student prefers to switch to a seat at another school at which he has priority. For any property X of a matching, we abuse terminology slightly to say that a mechanism



ψ



has property X if



ψ



selects a matching with property X for every school



choice problem with neighbors. For example, a mechanism is Pareto ecient if it selects a Pareto ecient matching for all problems.



3 Upper bounds on stability As is the case in the environments studied by Dutta and Masso (1997) and Echenique and Yenmez (2007), for some school choice problems the set of stable matchings may be empty. The following example demonstrates.



Example 1 There are 3 schools (plus the outside option) S = {s∅ , s1 , s2 , s3 } with q = (4, 2, 1, 2) and 4 students A = {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 } where h(a1 ) = a2 . The preference prole and priorities are s1 :a3 s1 a1 s1 a2 s1 a4 s2 :a4 s2 a3 s2 a2 s2 a1 s3 :a1 s3 a2 s3 a4 s3 a3 ¯ a = (s1 , s3 ), s1 P¯a s3 P¯a s∅ P¯a s2 for a ∈ {a1 , a2 } a :K a3 :s2 Pa3 s1 Pa3 s∅ Pa3 s3 a4 :s1 Pa4 s2 Pa4 s∅ Pa4 s3 In any singleton-non-wasteful matching, a3 and a4 cannot be assigned to s3 , and a1 and a2 cannot be assigned to s2 . Any matching µ where µ−1 (s2 ) = ∅ cannot be singletonnon-wasteful since s2 Pa3 µ(a3 ). Any matching µ where |µ−1 (s1 )| ≤ 1 and µ(a4 ) 6= s1 11 A



minor dierence is that schools in those papers have strict priorities over both individual students and pairs. Here, in contrast, schools' priorities over pairs are derived from their priority orders over individual students. 12 Unilateral-stability, where only switches of one student at a time are considered, corresponds to the stability notion used in the standard school choice problem. It is easy to see that the existence of a unilateral-stable matching is not guaranteed in the couples problem. 12



cannot be singleton-non-wasteful since s1 Pa4 µ(a4 ). As a consequence, any matching µ where µ−1 (s1 ) = ∅ cannot be singleton-non-wasteful. Any matching µ where |µ−1 (s3 )| = 1 and µ−1 (s3 ) ⊂ {a1 , a2 } cannot be individual-non-wasteful. Similarly, any matching µ where |µ−1 (s1 )| ≤ 1 and µ−1 (s1 ) ⊂ {a1 , a2 } cannot be individual-non-wasteful. Any matching µ where either µ(a1 ) = s∅ or µ(a2 ) = s∅ cannot be individual-nonwasteful since there will be at least one empty seat in s1 or s3 . Any matching µ where either µ(a3 ) = s∅ or µ(a4 ) = s∅ cannot be singleton-non-wasteful and singleton-fair because a3 and a4 have top priority at s1 and s2 , respectively, which they prefer to being unassigned. The only remaining matching is !



a1 a2 a3 a4 s3 s3 s2 s1



µ∗ =



,



but under µ∗ the pair (a1 , a2 )'s priority for s1 is group-violated. Thus, there is no stable matching. The reasoning behind the absence of a stable matching is as follows: the neighbors



a1



and



a2



cannot do worse than being both assigned to school



s3



(their second-favorite



outcome), because they have the top two priorities for that school. In that case, students



a3



and



a4



will go to schools



switch together to school



s2



a1 ,



and



s1 ,



respectively. But then



where each has priority over



for a stable matching is when the neighbors (their favorite outcome). Then student he has priority over student out



a3 .



a4



But then



a1



and



a2



a4 .



will pick



and



a2



would prefer to



The only other possibility



are both assigned to school



will go to school



a3



a1



his



s2 ,



s1



his second choice, where



second choice



s1



and bump



a2 . Example 1 immediately implies that in our setting no stable mechanism exists. On



the other hand, a unilateral-stable matching exists for any school choice problem with neighbors, as Theorem 1 in Section 4 will show. unilateral-stable in Example 1, because students



s3



a1



with their neighbor rather than switch to school



For instance, the matching and



s1



a2



µ∗



is



each prefer to stay at school



on their own.



However, even though unilateral-stable mechanisms exist, no such mechanism can be strategy-proof, as the next example shows:



Example 2 There are 2 schools (plus the outside option) S = {s∅ , s1 , s2 } with q = (4, 2, 3), and 4 students A = {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 }, where h(a1 ) = a2 and h(a3 ) = a4 . The schools' priorities are 13



s :a1 s a3 s a2 s a4 for all s ∈ S Suppose that the mechanism ψ is unilateral-stable and strategy-proof. First consider the preference prole R1 for the students, where ¯ a1 = (s1 ), s2 P¯a1 s1 P¯a1 s∅ for all a ∈ A a :K In problem [S, A, q, h, , R1 ] (for brevity, call it problem R1 ) there are two unilateral-



stable matchings:



a1 a2 a3 a4 s1 s1 s2 s2



!



a1 a2 a3 a4 s2 s2 s1 s1



!



µ1 =



and 2



µ =



.



We rst show that ψ cannot select µ1 . Consider the following preference prole R2 , which diers from R1 only in a3 's singleton preferences: a :Ra2 = Ra1 for a ∈ {a1 , a2 , a4 } ¯ a2 = (s1 ), s1 P¯a2 s2 P¯a2 s∅ a3 : K 3 3 3 In problem R2 , µ2 is the unique unilateral-stable matching; at matching µ1 , student a3 's priority at school s1 is individual-violated. Thus, ψ must select µ2 in problem R2 . Therefore, if true preferences are given by R1 , and ψ selects µ1 in problem R1 , then a3



would benet from misreporting. Similarly, we show that ψ cannot select µ2 in problem R1 : consider the following preference prole R3 , which diers from R1 only in a1 's singleton preferences: a :Ra3 = Ra1 for a ∈ {a2 , a3 , a4 } ¯ 3 = (s1 ), s1 P¯ 3 s2 P¯ 3 s∅ a1 : K a1 a1 a1 3 1 In problem R , µ is the unique unilateral-stable matching; at matching µ2 , student a1 's priority at school s1 is individual-violated. Therefore, if true preferences are given by R1 , and ψ selects µ2 in problem R1 , then a1 would benet from misreporting.



Thus, there is no strategy-proof and unilateral-stable mechanism. In problem



R1 ,



s1 . school s1



both pairs of neighbors prefer to be assigned together at school



Failing that, each student prefers



s2 ,



with or without his neighbor.



Since



has only two seats, and one member of each pair of neighbors has one of the top two priorities at



s1 , placing either pair at s1



and the other at



s2



a2 are assigned to school s1 . Then student a3 could, by claiming that he prefers school s1 to s2 even without his neighbor, push a2 out of s1 . Without his neighbor a2 , student a1 would then prefer to matchings. But suppose, for example, that neighbors



14



a1



are the two unilateral-stable



and



switch from school



a3



s1



to



s2 , thus opening a spot at s1



for



a3 's neighbor a4 .



Thus, student



could get a better outcome than if he reports his preferences truthfully. A similar



temptation would arise for student school



s1



in problem



R



1



a1



if the neighbors



a3



and



a4



are the ones assigned to



. Hence, no unilateral-stable mechanism can be strategy-proof.



Suppose that instead of unilateral-stability, we require only that a mechanism selects a stable matching whenever one exists. (Recall from Example 1 that for some problems the set of stable matchings is empty.) Even then, we can use Example 2 to show that no such mechanism can be strategy-proof: observe that the unilateral-stable matchings in Example 2 are in fact stable. Hence, any mechanism that selects a stable matching whenever possible is vulnerable to unilateral manipulation by students. Recall the discussion of the couples problem in Section 1.



In that environment,



stable matchings may fail to exist, but various mechanisms have been introduced to nd a stable matching whenever one exists.



We note that none of those mechanisms are



unilateral-stable. In particular, when we consider Example 1, the algorithms introduced by Roth and Peranson (1999) and Kojima, Pathak, and Roth (2013) select individualunstable matchings, and the algorithm introduced by Klaus and Klijn (2007) loops and does not terminate. The following proposition summarizes the existence and non-existence results described above:



Proposition 1



1. There does not exist a stable mechanism.



2. A mechanism that is unilateral-stable exists. 3. There does not exist a unilateral-stable mechanism that is strategy-proof. 4. There does not exist a strategy-proof mechanism that selects a stable matching whenever it exists.



Proof.



Example 1 establishes statement 1; Theorem 1 establishes statement 2; and



Example 2 establishes statements 3 and 4. We show in Appendix A that increasing the numbers of students and seats does not resolve the non-existence of stable matchings or the incompatibility between strategyproofness and unilateral-stability. Those results are robust to the size to the market.
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3.1 α-stability Given the negative results of Proposition 1, here we dene weaker versions of fairness.



s in priority order s by r(a, s ). Then for any α ∈ R+ , we say that a matching µ is singleton-α-fair if there do not exist a neighborless student a ∈ A1 and school s ∈ S such that r(a, s ) ≤ dαqs e and a's 13 priority for s is singleton-violated in µ. That is, a singleton-α-fair matching allows a Denote the rank of student



a



for school



student's priority at a school to be singleton-violated only if the student is not ranked in the top



α



fraction of that school's capacity (rounded up). For any



α ≥ α0 ,



singleton-α-



0



fairness implies singleton-α -fairness, and singleton-fairness implies singleton-α-fairness for all



α ≥ 0.



Individual-α-fair



matchings are dened analogously, and have an analogous in-



terpretation. A matching



µ



s such that the pair's r(h(a), s ) ≤ dαqs e.



school and



is



group-α-fair



priority for



s



(a, h(a)) and r(a, s ) ≤ dαqs e



if there do not exist a pair



is group-violated and both



α-fair if it is singleton-α-fair, individual-α-fair, and groupα-fair, and that it is α-stable if it is non-wasteful and α-fair. A matching is unilateralα-stable if it is singleton-non-wasteful, singleton-α-fair, individual-non-wasteful, and individual-α-fair. Note that for any α ∈ R+ , α-stability implies unilateral-α-stability. We say that a matching is



Proposition 1 showed that a strategy-proof mechanism cannot be unilateral-stable. In fact, unless stable.



1 , there is no strategy-proof mechanism that is even unilateral-α2 1 , no α-stable mechanism can be strategy-proof if α > . 2



α≤



A fortiori



Proposition 2 There does not exist a unilateral-α-stable (or, therefore, an α-stable) mechanism that is strategy-proof if α > 21 . Proof. µ



2



We use Example 2 again as a counterexample. Choose



, the two unilateral-stable matchings in problem



stable matchings in



µ1



R1 .



Similarly,



µ2



R



1



α>



1 . Then 2



µ1



, are in fact the only unilateral-α-



is the unique unilateral-α-stable matching in



is the unique unilateral-α-stable matching in



R3 .



and



R2 ,



We conclude that there does not



exist a unilateral-α-stable mechanism mechanism that is strategy-proof. In the standard school choice model, the student-proposing DA is stable and strategyproof.



Hence, in that setting there is no upper bound on stability for strategy-proof



mechanisms.



13 The



notation dxe denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to x.
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Propositions 1 and 2 describe limits on the stability of mechanisms. We next explore mechanisms that can reach those limits.



4 Modied Deferred Acceptance mechanism Here, we will rst focus on the student-proposing DA mechanism, which in the standard school choice problem is strategy-proof and stable.



The standard student-proposing



DA mechanism is not well dened under our preference domain in this paper, so we consider the mechanism that results if we apply the student-proposing DA algorithm to the singleton preference of all students, with or without neighbors. We demonstrate that that version of the student-proposing DA mechanism retains neither of its appealing properties. Afterward, we will present a modied school-proposing DA mechanism that is non-wasteful and unilateral-stable in the school choice problem with neighbors, although it is not strategy-proof.



14



Proposition 3 In the school choice problem with neighbors, the student proposing DA mechanism applied to the singleton preference prole is neither strategy-proof nor unilateralstable (nor, therefore, stable). Proof.



The proof is by counterexample. Consider the following problem. There are



2 schools (plus the outside option)



S = {s∅ , s1 , s2 }



with



q = (4, 2, 2),



and 4 students



A = {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 }, where h(a1 ) = a2 . The schools' priorities are s1 :a1 s1 a3 s1 a4 s1 a3 s2 :a1 s2 a2 s2 a3 s2 a4 1 Consider the preference prole R for the students, where ¯ a1 = (s1 , s2 ), s1 P¯a1 s2 P¯a1 s∅ for all a ∈ {a1 , a2 } a :K a3 :s1 P¯a13 s2 P¯a13 s∅ a4 :s1 P¯a14 s2 P¯a14 s∅ 1 In problem R , the student-proposing DA mechanism selects the following matching: ! a a a a 1 2 3 4 µ1 = . s1 s2 s1 s2 Matching



µ1



is not unilateral-stable:



higher priority than



14 Proposition



a4 ,



a1



would like to be assigned to



who is assigned to



s2 ,



and he has



s2 .



1 shows that there does not exist a unilateral-stable and strategy-proof mechanism. 17



Now consider the following preference prole



R2 ,



which diers from



R1



only in



a1 's



singleton preferences:



a :Ra2 = Ra1 for a ∈ {a2 , a3 , a4 } ¯ a2 = (s1 , s2 ), s2 P¯a2 s1 P¯a2 s∅ . a1 : K 1 1 1 2 In problem R , the student-proposing DA mechanism selects the following matching: ! a a a a 1 2 3 4 µ2 = . s2 s2 s1 s1 Therefore, if true preferences are given by



R1 ,



then



a1



would benet from misreporting.



Thus, the student-proposing DA mechanism is neither unilateral-stable nor strategyproof. We know also that the student-proposing DA mechanism fails to be Pareto ecient in the school choice problem with neighbors, because it is not Pareto ecient in the standard school choice problem, which is a special case. problem



µ



2



R



1



For example, note that in



above, there is a unique unilateral-stable (or, therefore, stable) matching:



. All students prefer



µ2



to



µ1 :



not only does the student-proposing DA fail to select



the unilateral-stable matching in problem



R1 ,



by all unilateral-stable matchings. Similarly,



all



but its outcome is Pareto dominated students would (weakly) benet if



a1



2 misreports his preferences as Ra . 1 We note that in the example used in the proof of Proposition 3, both neighbors



a2



a1 and



rank the schools in the same order under both their joint and singleton preferences.



That is, the student-proposing DA mechanism is not strategy-proof even if we interpret reporting joint preferences in place of singleton preferences as truth-telling.



4.1 Dening the mechanism In this subsection we modify the school-proposing DA mechanism to improve its stability properties in the school choice problem with neighbors. We focus on the school-proposing DA mechanism instead of the student-proposing DA mechanism, since in the latter one we might need to deal with cases in which some students propose to the same school more than once. (See Roth and Sotomayor (1990) for the dierences between the two mechanisms.) Roughly speaking, to make the school-proposing DA mechanism suitable for school choice with neighbors, we treat a pair of neighbors as a third player. More precisely, dene the mechanism as follows:



Modied School-Proposing Deferred Acceptance Mechanism: 18



Step 0: For each pair a, h(a) ∈ AN create an image b{a,h(a)} . Call a and h(a) the members of b{a,h(a)} . For each neighbor pair {a, h(a)}, arbitrarily select one of them as the leader. Let B be the set of images, and let D = A ∪ B . For each school s, augment its priority order over students to include images as follows: an image gets the same priority as the pair's lower-ranked member, except that the image is ranked ahead of that lower-ranked member. Let Set



Rs1 = ∅



and



Os0 = ∅



˜ 



for each



images who have rejected school oers from school



s



in step



be the augmented priority prole.



s



s ∈ S.



(The set



prior to step



k,



Rsk



and



15



will represent the students and



Osk



will represent those who get



k .)



Step k : •



Osk , for each school s as follows: start with Osk = Osk−1 \ Rsk .  k k ˜ s . If Take the element d ∈ D \ Os \ Rs with the highest priority according to  k k d ∈ A (that is, d is a student) and |Os | < qs , then add d to Os . If d ∈ B (that is, d is an image) and |Osk ∪ {a, h(a)}| ≤ qs where a and h(a) are the members of d, k k then add the members of d to Os . If d ∈ B and |Os ∪ {a, h(a)}| > qs , then skip  ˜ s in D \ Osk \ Rsk . to the next student with the highest priority according to  k k k Repeat updating Os until either |Os | = qs , |Os | = qs − 1 and the only elements  k k k of D \ Os \ Rs left are images, or |Os | < qs and there are no more elements of  D \ Osk \ Rsk to add. The outside option s∅ makes an oer to every student at



Prepare the oer set,



every step.



•



After all schools have made their oers, each singleton student



a ∈ A1



tentatively



accepts his most-preferred school that has oered to him. In this step, if a student



a ∈ AN and his neighbor h(a) both then a and h(a) tentatively accept



s ∈ K{a,h(a)} , school in K{a,h(a)}



have oers from the same school the leader's most-preferred



a ∈ AN tentatively accepts ¯ Pa ) school that has oered to



that has oered to both of them. Otherwise student his most-preferred (under his singleton preferences him.



•



Construct school



Rsk+1



as follows: start with



Rsk .



If a student



a



s and did not tentatively accept it, then add a to Rsk .



15 Formally,



received an oer from If neighbors



a and h(a)



˜ s over elements of D as follows: if d, d0 ∈ A, then dene the strict priority order  ˜ s d0 ⇔ d s d0 . If d = b{a,h(a)} ∈ B , d0 ∈ A, and d0 ∈ ˜ s d0 ⇔ a s d0 and h(a) s d0 . d / {a, h(a)}, then d ˜ s d ˜ s h(a). If d = b{a,h(a)} ∈ B and d0 = b{a0 ,h(a0 )} ∈ B , If d = b{a,h(a)} ∈ B and a s h(a), then a ˜ s d0 ⇔ a s x and h(a) s x for some x ∈ {a0 , h(a0 )}. then d



19



both received oers from school accept it, then add the image



s



in this step and at least one did not tentatively



b{a,h(a)}



to



Rsk .



Call the resulting set



Rsk+1 .



The algorithm terminates after a step in which no oers are rejected. (Note that because the sets of schools and students are nite, the algorithm terminates in a nite number of steps.) Each student is then assigned to the school that he accepted in the last step. In words, the modied school-proposing DA mechanism behaves like the standard school-proposing DA mechanism, except that a pair of neighbors may get an oer from a school even if one or both members of the pair have previously rejected an oer. The



pair



is not considered to have rejected an oer unless one of the members rejects when



both have oers.



Giving a pair priority equal to the lower of its members' priorities



helps ensure unilateral-stability: a student cannot be bumped out of a seat by a pair unless both members have higher priority.



On the other hand, that priority rule for



pairs creates a problem for strategy-proofness. The intuition (which is similar to that of Example 2) is that the higher-ranked member of a pair might falsely claim to individually prefer a school that he actually likes only when together with his neighbor, and by doing so indirectly create room for both. Before we demonstrate unilateral-stability and other properties, the following example illustrates the working of the modied DA mechanism:



Example 3 There are 2 schools S = {s∅ , s1 , s2 } with q = (4, 2, 2) and 4 students A = {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 } where h(a1 ) = a2 . The preference prole and priorities are s1 :a1 s1 a4 s1 a2 s1 a3 s2 :a1 s2 a3 s2 a4 s2 a2 ¯ a1 = (s1 ), s2 P¯a1 s1 P¯a1 s∅ a1 :K ¯ a2 = (s1 ), s1 P¯a2 s2 P¯a2 s∅ a2 :K a3 :s1 Pa3 s∅ Pa3 s2 a4 :s2 Pa4 s1 Pa4 s∅



In step 0, we create the image of the neighbor pair {a1 , a2 } and denote it by b{a1 ,a2 } . ˜ as follows: We construct priority prole  ˜ s 1 a4  ˜ s1 b{a1 ,a2 }  ˜ s 1 a2  ˜ s1 a3 s1 :a1  ˜ s 2 a3  ˜ s2 a4  ˜ s2 b{a1 ,a2 }  ˜ s 2 a2 . s2 :a1  1 1 0 0 Set Rs1 = Rs2 = Os1 = Os2 = ∅. In step 1, s1 oers to a1 and a4 , Os11 = {a1 , a4 }, and s2 oers to a1 and a3 , Os12 = {a1 , a3 }; a1 rejects s1 's oer, and a3 rejects s2 's oer.16 Set Rs21 = {a1 } and Rs22 = {a3 }. 16 As



described in the algorithm, s∅ oers to all students in every step. 20



In step 2, s1 oers to a4 and a2 , Os21 = {a4 , a2 }, and s2 oers to a1 and a4 , Os22 = {a1 , a4 }; a4 rejects s1 's oer. Set Rs31 = {a1 , a4 } and Rs22 = {a3 }. In step 3, s1 oers to the pair b{a1 ,a2 } , Os31 = {a1 , a2 }, and s2 oers to a1 and a4 , Os32 = {a1 , a4 }; a1 rejects s2 's oer. Set Rs41 = {a1 , a4 } and Rs42 = {a3 , a1 }. In step 4, s1 oers to the pair b{a1 ,a2 } , Os41 = {a1 , a2 }, and s2 oers to a4 and a2 , Os42 = {a2 , a4 }; a2 rejects s2 's oer. Set Rs51 = {a1 , a4 } and Rs52 = {a3 , a1 , a2 }. The algorithm terminates after Step 5, in which s1 oers to the pair b{a1 ,a2 } , and s2 oers to a4 ; no one rejects. The resulting matching is µDA1 = In this case,



µDA1



a1 a2 a3 a4 s1 s1 s∅ s2



! .



is not only unilateral-stable but in fact stable.



However, note



that in the setting of Example 1, the modied school-proposing DA mechanism yields matching for



s1



µ∗ ,



which is unilateral-stable but not group-fair: the pair



{a, h(a)}'s



priority



is group-violated. Note also that the mechanism is not Pareto optimal, in contrast



to the standard school choice setting: at the end of Section 5.1, we present a slightly dierent version of Example 3 where the modied school-proposing DA mechanism selects a Pareto-dominated outcome.



4.2 Properties of the mechanism In the standard school choice problem, the student-proposing DA mechanism is stable (that is, fair and non-wasteful) and strategy-proof.



In the environment with neigh-



bors, the student-proposing DA mechanism is no longer stable, and it is no longer strategy-proof. (See Proposition 3.) However, Theorem 1 establishes that the modied school-proposing DA mechanism (which is stable but not strategy-proof in the standard setting) is unilateral-stable (that is, singleton-non-wasteful, singleton-fair, individualnon-wasteful, and individual-fair) and non-wasteful (that is, group-non-wasteful as well). Proposition 1 tells us that no mechanism with those properties can also be strategy-proof or group-fair: no mechanism does strictly better than the modied school-proposing DA mechanism based on both stability and strategy-proofness.



Theorem 1 The modied school-proposing DA mechanism is non-wasteful and unilateralstable.
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Proof.



Fix a school choice problem with neighbors



[S, A, q, , h, R], and let µ denote



the matching that results from the modied school-proposing DA mechanism.



Singleton-non-wastefulness and singleton-fairness: gets an oer from school



s



Note rst that if a student



a ∈ A1



at some step in the mechanism, he will continue to get an



oer in every future step until he rejects it (for a better option). Thus, it cannot be the case that



sPa µ(a).



It follows that the mechanism is singleton-non-wasteful, because any



school with unlled seats must have made oers to every student. Similarly, any student with lower priority than



a



at a school can get an oer only after



a



does (or possibly in



the same step). Thus, the mechanism is singleton-fair.



Individual-non-wastefulness and individual-fairness:



By the same argument, for any



a ∈ AN with a neighbor, there does not exist a school s 6= µ(h(a)) such that (s, µ(h(a)))Pa (µ(a), µ(h(a))) and either 1) s has an unlled seat, or 2) there exists a 0 −1 0 student a ∈ µ (s) such that a s a . Again by the same argument, if s = µ(h(a)) and (s, s0 )Pa (µ(a), s) for some s0 ∈ S \ {s}, then there cannot be a student a0 ∈ µ−1 (s) such 0 that a s a . −1 Similarly, if school s = µ(h(a)) has an unlled seat, i.e., |µ (s)| < qs , then at some step of the mechanism s must have made oers to both a and h(a) (in the same step), and so it cannot be the case that (s, s)Pa (µ(a), s). Finally, if s = µ(h(a)) and (s, s)Pa (µ(a), s), then there cannot be a student a0 ∈ µ−1 (s) such that a s a0 and h(a) s a0 : since h(a) did not reject s's oer, s would not make an oer to a0 before making an oer to the pair (a, h(a)). Thus, the mechanism is individual-non-wasteful student



and individual-fair.



Group-non-wastefulness: school



s



such that



a be the (s, s)Pa (µ(a), µ(h(a))) Let



{a, h(a)}. There cannot exist a |µ (s)| < qs − 1, because a school with



leader of pair and



−1



two unlled seats must have made oers to all pairs of neighbors. So the mechanism is group-non-wasteful. Thus, the mechanism is non-wasteful and unilateral-stable.



5 Modied Top Trading Cycles mechanism In this section, we present a version of the TTC mechanism that can be applied to the school choice problem with neighbors. We show that the modied TTC mechanism is strategy-proof, joint strategy-proof, Pareto ecient, and



1 -stable. 2



That is, not only



does the mechanism achieve Proposition 2's upper bound on stability for strategy-proof
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mechanisms, but in fact it is joint strategy-proof, and it also is Pareto ecient.



5.1 Dening the mechanism We modify the TTC mechanism to make it suitable for school choice with neighbors. As in the modied school-proposing DA mechanism, for each pair of neighbors we add their image as a participant in the mechanism.



Modied Top Trading Cycles Mechanism: Step 0: For each pair a, h(a) ∈ AN create an image b{a,h(a)} . Call a and h(a) the members of b{a,h(a)} . For each neighbor pair {a, h(a)}, arbitrarily select one of them as the leader. Let B be the set of images, and let D = A ∪ B . Create a preference order P{a,h(a)} for b{a,h(a)} as follows: for each school s ∈ K{a,h(a)} and s0 ∈ / K{a,h(a)} , sP{a,h(a)} s0 . 0 0 0 0 For each s, s ∈ K{a,h(a)} , sP{a,h(a)} s ⇐⇒ (s, s)Pa (s , s ) where a is the leader of neighbor 0 pair {a, h(a)}. For each s, s ∈ / K{a,h(a)} , dene the preference ordering arbitrarily. k 1 1 Set D = D and the counter cs = qs for each s ∈ S . (The set D will represent the k remaining students and images in step k , and cs will represent the number of remaining seats at school s in step k ). Step k: Let S1k = {s ∈ S|cks ≥ 1} and S2k = {s ∈ S|cks ≥ 2}. For each image b{a,h(a)} ∈ Dk , if K{a,h(a)} ∩ S2k = ∅, then remove b{a,h(a)} from Dk . Let a(s) be the k k student with the highest priority among the students in D for school s ∈ S1 . •



For each school school



•



s



points



Each image



s ∈ S1k \ {s∅ }, if a(s) ∈ AN and his image b{a(s),h(a(s))} ∈ Dk , to b{a(s),h(a(s))} . Otherwise s points to student a(s).



b{a,h(a)} ∈ B



points to its most preferred school in



Otherwise, the remaining members their singleton preferences



P¯a



and



then



S2k , if b{a,h(a)} ∈ Dk .



a and h(a) point to their most preferred (under P¯h(a) , respectively) schools in S1k .



a ∈ Dk ∩ A1



S1k .



•



Each singleton student



•



School



•



Because the set of agents is nite, there exists at least one cycle. Select a cycle



s∅



(the outside option) points to the students and images pointing to it.



arbitrarily. For each image that



b



points to his most preferred school in



is pointing to.



b



in that cycle, assign the members of



b



to the school



Assign each student in the cycle to the school that he is



pointing to. Remove those assigned images and their members and those assigned students from



Dk ,



and call the resulting set
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Dk+1 .



Reduce the counter of each



school



s



in the cycle by the number of students assigned to it in this step, and



denote the updated counter by



ck+1 s



=



ck+1 . s



For each school



s



not in the cycle, set



cks .



The algorithm terminates when all students are assigned to a school or to the outside option



s∅ .



Note that because the sets of schools and students are nite, the algorithm



terminates in a nite number of steps. In words, the modied TTC mechanism behaves like the standard TTC mechanism, except that pairs of neighbors are added as agents on the student side.



A pair of



{a, h(a)} points to its leader's favorite school in its preferred set K{a,h(a)} that has at least two seats available. If none of the schools in K{a,h(a)} have two seats available, then a and h(a) act as singleton students. Each school s gives the pair {a, h(a)} the same priority as the pair's higher-ranked member. That is, s ranks {a, h(a)} above 0 0 0 student a if either a s a or h(a) s a . That rule ensures that a and h(a) do not benet from, for example, falsely reporting that their preferred set K{a,h(a)} is empty in



neighbors



order to get higher priority as individual students. On the other hand, that priority rule means that another student's priority over the lower-ranked member of a pair may be



17



violated, so the modied TTC mechanism is not unilateral-stable.



(Recall that Section



4's modied DA mechanism, where a pair was assigned the priority of its



lower -ranked



member, was unilateral-stable but not strategy proof.) The following examples demonstrate the modied TTC mechanism:



Example 4 Consider the setting of Example 3. In step 0, we create the image of neighbor pair {a1 , a2 } and denote it by b{a1 ,a2 } . Since ¯ a1 = K ¯ a2 , the choice of the leader of {a1 , a2 } is irrelevant. Then s1 P{a ,a } s2 P{a ,a } s∅ , K 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 D = {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , b{a1 ,a2 } }, cs1 = cs2 = 2, and cs∅ = 4. In step 1, both s1 and s2 point to b{a1 ,a2 } , the pair b{a1 ,a2 } points to s1 , a3 points to s1 , and a4 points to s2 . There is a unique cycle consisting of s1 and b{a1 ,a2 } . Assign a1 and a2 to s1 . Then D2 = {a3 , a4 }, c2s1 = 0, c2s2 = 2, and c2s∅ = 4. In step 2, s2 points to a3 , a3 points to s∅ (so s∅ points to a3 ), and a4 points to s2 . There is a unique cycle consisting of s∅ and a3 . Assign a3 to s∅ . Then D3 = {a4 }, c3s1 = 0, c3s2 = 2, and c3s∅ = 3. In step 3, s2 points to a4 , and a4 points to s2 . There is a unique cycle consisting of s2 and a4 . Assign a4 to s2 . Then, D4 = ∅, c4s1 = 0, c4s2 = 1, and c3s∅ = 3. 17 The



fact that the modied TTC mechanism is not unilateral-stable follows from the instability of the TTC mechanism in the standard school choice problem. 24



is



Since all students are removed, the mechanism terminates. The resulting matching µ



T T C1



=



a1 a2 a3 a4 s1 s1 s∅ s2



! .



Note that in this setting, the modied TTC and the modied school-proposing DA mechanisms yield the same matching. However, suppose that we change student



a3 's



preferences slightly, to



s1 Pa3 s2 Pa3 s∅ . Then the modied TTC mechanism gives



µT T C2 =



a1 a2 a3 a4 s1 s1 s2 s2



! ,



while the modied school-proposing DA mechanism gives



µDA2 = (Notice that



µDA2



a1 a2 a3 a4 s2 s1 s2 s1



is not Pareto ecient, since



a4



! .



and either



a1



or



a3



would prefer to



switch places.)



5.2 Properties of the mechanism In the standard school choice problem, the TTC mechanism is strategy-proof and Pareto ecient, but it is not stable. In this section, we show that the modied TTC mechanism inherits the properties of strategy-proofness and Pareto eciency. strategy-proof.



In fact, it is joint



(Recall that joint strategy-proofness implies that no joint deviation



from truth-telling by a pair of neighbors is strictly benecial for both.)



Further, the



1 mechanism is -stable, meaning that it attains Proposition 2's upper bound on stability 2



18



for strategy-proof mechanisms.



The following theorem formalizes those results.



Theorem 2 The modied Top Trading Cycles mechanism is Pareto ecient, strategyproof, joint strategy-proof, and 21 -stable. 18 In



the standard school choice model TTC is 1-stable. See Dur (2012).
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Proof.



Fix a school choice problem with neighbors



[S, A, q, , h, R], and let µ denote



the matching that results from the modied TTC mechanism.



1 2



stability:



his assignment



µ(a)



a ∈ A1 .



First, consider a singleton student



µ(a),



If



a



prefers a school



s



to



then under the rules of the mechanism he would have pointed to



only after the step in which the last of



non-wasteful. Suppose now that



r(a, s ) ≤



s's



seats were lled. Thus,



µ



is singleton-



d q2s e. Because each student or image that



points to can cause the assignment of at most two students,



s



s's seats cannot all be lled



qs has pointed to its top d e students. Thus, 2



µ is singleton- 12 -fair. Next, consider a student a ∈ AN with a neighbor h(a). An analogous argument shows 1 that µ is individual-non-wasteful and individual- -fair. Similarly, it is not possible that 2 both a and h(a) prefer (s, s) to their assignment (µ(a), µ(h(a))) and both a and h(a) qs are ranked among s's top d e students. Without loss of generality, suppose a s h(a). 2 Then school s will point to student a in some step and the number of remaining seats at s will be at least 2. If s ∈ K{a,h(a)} then TTC will assign them a pair that both a and h(a) rank no worse than (s, s). If s ∈ / K{a,h(a)} , then a and h(a) will be pointed to ¯a and P¯h(a) , by s at some step and they will assigned schools no worse than s based on P 1 respectively. Thus, µ is group-non-wasteful and group- -fair. 2 1 1 1 1 Since µ is non-wasteful, singleton- -fair, individual- -fair, and group- -fair, it is 2 2 2 2 before



s



stable.



Joint strategy-proofness and strategy-proofness:



First suppose that students who are



neighbors do not add schools to the list of jointly preferred schools



K.



Note that any



school pointing to a student or pair will continue pointing there until that student or pair is assigned. Hence, any possible cycle that a student or pair can form in any step



k



can be formed in later steps: they gain nothing by pointing to a school other than their top available choice or (in the case of a pair) excluding any school from the students assigned in step 1 of the mechanism.



K.



Consider



They are assigned to their most



preferred schools (or school pairs) with available capacity, and thus cannot benet from misreporting. Moreover, any student or pair not assigned in this step cannot aect the cycles selected in this step. Next consider the students assigned in step



k > 1.



They are



assigned to their most preferred schools (or school pairs) that have sucient capacity left after the assignments of the rst



k−1



steps. Since they cannot aect the cycles



that were selected in earlier steps, they cannot gain from misreporting their singleton preferences or change the order of joint preferences. Now consider the possibility that a pair of neighbors



s



to



K{a,h(a)} .



(a, h(a))



In that case, if the mechanism assigns the pair to
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falsely add a school



(s, s)



at some step,



then at that step there is a cycle including either



a



or



h(a)



s



and a school



s0



(possibly equal to



s)



where



has the highest priority among the remaining students. Without loss



of generality, suppose that it is



a



who has that highest priority.



gotten himself an outcome at least as good as being assigned to



Then



s



a



could have



(being assigned to



s by himself is just as good for him as being assigned to s together with h(a), since s∈ / K{a,h(a)} ) by reporting truthfully. Therefore, adding s to K{a,h(a)} cannot make a strictly better o. Thus, the mechanism is strategy-proof and joint strategy-proof.



Pareto eciency:



Since in each step students and pairs



19



point to their most pre-



ferred option among the available ones, any change in assignments that makes a student assigned in step



k



better o must make at least one student assigned in an earlier step



worse o. Thus, the mechanism is Pareto optimal. Recall that the identities of neighbors are known to the mechanism. However, the arguments in the proof of Theorem 2 establish that even if students could report who their neighbors were, telling the truth would still be optimal. The result that a pair of neighbors cannot both gain from adding a school



s



to their jointly preferred set



K



also



implies that two students who are not neighbors cannot both do better by pretending to be neighbors  that is, by adding schools to their empty set of jointly preferred schools. Similarly, falsely claiming not to be neighbors is equivalent to falsely reporting that



K



is empty, a deviation that the proof shows is not protable. Thus, the modied TTC mechanism is joint strategy-proof in a very strong sense.



For the same reason, the



mechanism also satises a stronger denition of strategy-proofness: even if we expand the set of feasible unilateral deviations to allow a student with a neighbor to falsely report that he has no neighbor, no such deviation is protable. Our modied TTC mechanism is not the unique Pareto ecient and strategy-proof mechanism. For instance, consider a variant of the Serial Dictatorship (SD) mechanism in which students choose the best possible option for themselves in a given order. When it is the turn of a student



h(a)



if



h(a)



a ∈ AN



she can select a school for both herself and her neighbor



has not been assigned in an earlier step. That mechanism satises Pareto



eciency, strategy-proofness, and joint strategy-proofness without any restriction on the preference prole. However, this variant of the SD mechanism is 0-fair. As implied by Theorem 2 and Proposition 2, there does not exist any mechanism that performs better than the modied TTC in terms of strategy-proofness, Pareto-eciency, and fairness.



19 Recall



that a pair's preference prole reects the preferences of the leader.
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In Appendix B, we consider the case that a student may have more than one neighbor. If the maximum group size is



α > 1/M .



For any



M,



M,



then no strategy-proof mechanism can be



α-stable



for



the modied TTC mechanism achieves that bound and is both



Pareto ecient and joint strategy-proof. (See Proposition 4 and Theorem 3.) As the group size grows, the performance of the modied TTC mechanism (or of any strategyproof mechanism) in terms of fairness worsens. Large groups, however, are inconsistent with the motivation behind this paper: an individual family probably would care only about whether or not their child attends the same school as a few friends who live nearby. The modied SD mechanism is 0-fair regardless of



M.



That is, the priority of



even a school's top-ranked student may be violated. For any group size, both TTC and SD are Pareto ecient and strategy-proof, but TTC strictly outperforms SD in terms of respecting priorities.



5.3 More general preferences We have assumed that for any pair of neighbors



a



and



a0 ,



the set



K{a,h(a)}



of schools



where each would rather be assigned together than be assigned to any other school separately is the same for both neighbors. ferent preferred sets, or student



a



More generally, neighbors might have dif-



might rank joint assignment to schools in



K{a,h(a)}



over assignment alone to some schools but not others. In that more general preference environment, individual-non-wastefulness and strategy-proofness are incompatible. The following example demonstrates that impossibility result.



Example 5 There are 2 schools (plus the outside option) S = {s∅ , s1 , s2 } with q = (2, 2, 2) and 2 students A = {a1 , a2 } where h(a1 ) = a2 . The school priorities are s :a1 s a2 for all s ∈ {s1 , s2 } Suppose that the mechanism ψ is individual-non-wasteful and strategy-proof. First consider the preference prole R1 for the students, where a1 :(s1 , s1 )Pa11 (s2 , s2 )Pa11 ... a2 :(s2 , s2 )Pa12 (s1 , s1 )Pa12 ... In problem [S, A, q, h, , R1 ] (for brevity, call it problem R1 ) there are two individual-



non-wasteful matchings:



1



µ =



a1 a2 s1 s1
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!



and µ2 =



a1 a2 s2 s2



! .



We rst show that ψ cannot select µ1 . Consider the following preference prole R2 , which diers from R1 only in a2 's preferences: a1 :Ra21 = Ra11 a2 :(s2 , s2 )Ia22 (s2 , s1 )Pa22 (s1 , s1 )Pa22 ... In problem [S, A, q, h, , R2 ], µ2 is the unique individual-non-wasteful matching. Thus, ψ must select µ2 in problem R2 . Therefore, if true preferences are given by R1 , and ψ selects µ1 in problem R1 , then a2 would benet from misreporting. Similarly, we show that ψ cannot select µ2 in problem R1 : consider the following preference prole R3 , which diers from R1 only in a1 's preferences: a1 :(s1 , s1 )Ia31 (s1 , s2 )Pa31 (s2 , s2 )Pa31 ... a2 :Ra32 = Ra12 In problem [S, A, q, h, , R3 ], µ1 is the unique individual-non-wasteful matching. Thus, ψ must select µ1 in problem R3 . Therefore, if true preferences are given by R1 , and ψ selects µ2 in problem R1 , then a1 would benet from misreporting.



Thus, there is no strategy-proof and individual-non-wasteful mechanism.



Example 5 implies that if we relax our assumptions on the structure on neighbor preferences, then the modied TTC mechanism (or any other mechanism) cannot be both



1 -stable and strategy-proof. 2



Nevertheless, in that setting the TTC mechanism



could be further modied so that, for example, the image of a neighbor pair points to a school only if that joint assignment is the most-preferred outcome for both. Example 5 also illustrates another dierence between the couples problem and the school choice problem with neighbors.



In the couples problem, there exists a non-



wasteful and strategy-proof mechanism: a dictatorship mechanism in which each singleton or couple selects the best remaining option one at a time.



6 Conclusion In the standard school choice problem, where students care only about their own assignments, the widely-advocated student-proposing DA mechanism is both strategy-proof and stable.



We show, however, that in a more realistic setting where students may
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prefer to attend the same school as a neighbor, the student-proposing DA mechanism loses both of those desirable features. The TTC mechanism is strategy-proof and Pareto ecient in the standard school choice problem.



We oer further reasons to use the TTC mechanism: in the school



choice problem with neighbors, a modied TTC mechanism remains strategy-proof and Pareto ecient, plus it attains the upper bound for stability for any strategy-proof mechanism. More broadly, we argue, given the fragility of the student-proposing DA mechanism, that it is important to consider complementarities in students' preferences when studying the school choice problem. Schools' priority rankings may also exhibit complementarities, if school districts want to promote diversity in schools or minimize busing costs.



The fact that stability is very dicult or even impossible to achieve in those



settings suggests that the focus should be on designing mechanisms that perform well along other dimensions. Developing alternative, more appropriate notions of fairness is also a subject for future research. There are two key features of the preference domain that we consider. First, student



a



cares about the school assignment of student



a0



only if



a



and



a0



are neighbors and are



both assigned to the same school. Second, if a student benets from being assigned to a school together with his neighbor, then so does the neighbor: the set of schools to which the student prefers being assigned together with his neighbor over being assigned to any other school without his neighbor is the same for both. Those features are intended to capture the mutual gains from carpooling or studying with a neighbor Finally, we note that the model of school choice with neighbors can also be applied to the house allocation problem, where groups of friends may prefer to live in the same building. Some universities in the U.S. already allow students to apply for housing as a group.



20



Academic course allocation (Sönmez and Ünver, 2010; Budish, 2011; Budish



and Cantillon, 2012) is another similar environment. designing mechanisms that treat a group with as



n,



n



More broadly, our approach of



members as



n+1



agents (rather than



as in the standard school choice environment, or as 1, as in the couples problem)



may be useful in any setting where group members sometimes gain from being assigned jointly and sometimes do not.



20 See



http://housing.gmu.edu/selection/, http://www.stanford.edu/dept/rde/cgi-bin/drupal/ housing/summer/summer-housing-applying-group, and http://housing.ncsu.edu/housing-selection.
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A Impossibility Results for Large Markets In this appendix section, we show that the nonexistence results for stable matchings and for unilateral-stable, strategy-proof mechanisms in the school choice problem with neighbors do not vanish as the size of the market grows.



In particular, Example 6



demonstrates a school choice problem with neighbors that can be scaled up to any number of students and seats and will not have a stable matching. Example 7, similarly, establishes that for any market size, no strategy-proof mechanism can be unilateralstable. First, Example 6 generalizes Example 1 from Section 3.



Example 6 Let m be a positive, odd integer. There are 3 schools (plus the outside option) S = {s∅ , s1 , s2 , s3 } with q = (4m, 2m, m, 2m) and 4m students A = {a1.1 , ..., a1.m , a2.1 , ..., a2.m , a3.1 , ..., a3.m , a4.1 , ..., a4.m },



where h(a1.k ) = a2.k for all k ∈ {1, ..., m}. For any k ∈ {1, ..., m} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, we say that student aj.k is a type-j student. The preference prole and priorities are s1 :a3.1 s1 ... s1 a3.m s1 a1.1 s1 ... s1 a1.m s1 a2.1 s1 .... s1 a2.m s1 a4.1 s1 ... s1 a4.m s2 :a4.1 s2 ... s2 a4.m s2 a3.1 s2 ... s2 a3.m s2 a2.1 s2 .... s2 a2.m s2 a1.1 s2 ... s2 a1.m s3 :a1.1 s3 ... s3 a1.m s3 a2.1 s3 ... s3 a2.m s3 a4.1 s3 .... s3 a4.m s3 a3.1 s3 ... s3 a3.m ¯ a = (s1 , s3 ), s1 P¯a s3 P¯a s∅ P¯a s2 for a ∈ {a1.k , a2.k } and k ∈ {1, ..., m} a :K a3.k :s2 Pa3.k s1 Pa3.k s∅ Pa3.k s3 for all k ∈ {1, ..., m} a4.k :s1 Pa4.k s2 Pa4.k s∅ Pa4.k s3 for all k ∈ {1, ..., m} In any singleton-non-wasteful matching µ, |µ−1 (s1 )| ≥ m and |µ−1 (s2 )| = m. Moreover, in any singleton-fair matching µ, both a3.k and a4.k are assigned to either s1 or s2 for all k ∈ {1, ..., m}. By non-wastefulness no a1.k or a2.k can be assigned to s2 . First consider the case in which at least two type-4 students are assigned to s1 . Then at least one type-1-type-2 neighbor pair must be assigned to s3 in order not to violate



non-wastefulness. However, since all type-1 and type-2 students have higher priority at s1 than type-4 students, the assignment of the type-4 students to s1 violates individualfairness. Now consider the case in which one type-4 student is assigned to s1 . Then m − 1 type-4 students and type-3 students will be assigned to s2 and s1 , respectively. Then 31



in order not to violate non-wastefulness (m − 1)/2 type-1-type-2 neighbor pairs will be assigned to s1 and the other (m + 1)/2 neighbor pairs to s3 . Therefore, one seat at s1 will be unlled. That outcome violates non-wastefulness, since one of the type-4 students assigned to s2 prefers to be assigned to s1 instead. Finally, consider the case in which all type-4 students are assigned to s2 . Then all the type-3 students will be assigned to s1 . As in the previous case, in order not to violate non-wastefulness (m − 1)/2 type-1-type-2 couples will be assigned to s1 and the rest to s3 . Again, one seat at s1 will be unlled, and non-wastefulness will be violated. Thus, the non-existence of stable matchings is robust to increasing the market size. Next, Example 7 generalizes Example 2 to show that independent of the size of the market there exists a problem under which the outcome of any strategy-proof mechanism fails to be unilateral-stable.



Example 7 Let m be a strictly positive integer. There are 2 schools (plus the outside option) S = {s∅ , s1 , s2 } with q = (4m, 2m, 2m + 1), and 4m students A = {a1.1 , ..., a1.m , a2.1 , ..., a2.m , a3.1 , ..., a3.m , a4.1 , ..., a4.m },



where h(a1.k ) = a2.k and h(a3.k ) = a4.k for all k ∈ {1, ..., m}. For any k ∈ {1, ..., m} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, we say that student aj.k is a type-j student. The schools' priorities are s :a1.1 s ... s a1.m s a3.1 s ... s a3.m s a2.1 s .... s a2.m s a4.1 s .... s a4.m for all s ∈ S Suppose that the mechanism ψ is unilateral-stable and strategy-proof. First consider the preference prole R1 for the students, where ¯ a1 = (s1 ), s2 P¯a1 s1 P¯a1 s∅ for all a ∈ A a :K In problem [S, A, q, h, , R1 ] (for brevity, call it problem R1 ) a matching µ is individualwasteful if any student is assigned to s1 without his neighbor (since there must be an open seat at either s1 or s2 ). Thus, µ must assign any pair of neighbors either both to s1 or both to s2 , and there can be no open seats at s1 . We rst show that for any k ∈ {1, ..., m}, ψ cannot select a matching in which neighbors a3.k and a4.k are not assigned to s1 in problem R1 . Consider the following preference prole R2 , which diers from R1 only in a3.k 's singleton preferences: a :Ra2 = Ra1 for a ∈ A \ {a3.k } ¯ a2 = (s1 ), s1 P¯a2 s2 P¯a2 s∅ a3.k :K 3.k 3.k 3.k 32



In problem R2 , any matching where a3.k and a4.k are not assigned to s1 violates individual-fairness: student a3.k must be assigned to s1 because he prefers it to s2 with or without his neighbor and he has the (m + k)-th highest priority at s1 . Then if student a4.k is not also assigned to s1 , then either there is an empty seat at s1 or some third student a is assigned to s1 without his neighbor. The rst case is individual-wasteful because a4.k would prefer to switch to s1 , and the second case is individual-wasteful because a would prefer to switch to s2 , where there is an empty seat. Thus, ψ must assign both a3.k and a4.k to s1 problem R2 . Therefore, if true preferences are given by R1 , and ψ does not assign a3.k and a4.k to s1 in problem R1 , then a3.k would benet from misreporting. Similarly, we show that for any k ∈ {1, ..., m}, ψ cannot select a matching in which neighbors a1.k and a3.k are not assigned to s1 in problem R1 . Consider the following preference prole R3 , which diers from R1 only in a1.k 's singleton preferences: a :Ra3 = Ra1 for a ∈ A \ {a1.k } ¯ a3 = (s1 ), s1 P¯a3 s2 P¯a3 s∅ a1 :K 1.k 1.k 1.k In problem R3 , any matching where a1.k and a2.k are not assigned to s1 violates individual-fairness: student a1.k must be assigned to s1 because he prefers it to s2 with or without his neighbor and he has the k-th highest priority at s1 . Then if student a2.k is not also assigned to s1 , then either there is an empty seat at s1 or some third student a is assigned to s1 without his neighbor. The rst case is individual-wasteful because a2.k would prefer to switch to s1 , and the second case is individual-wasteful because a would prefer to switch to s2 , where there is an empty seat. Thus, ψ must assign both a1.k and a2.k to s1 problem R3 . Therefore, if true preferences are given by R1 , and ψ does not assign a1.k and a2.k to s1 in problem R1 , then a1.k would benet from misreporting.



Thus, there is no strategy-proof and unilateral-stable mechanism.



B Increasing the Size of the Neighbor Groups In this appendix section, we consider an extension of our model in which a student can have more than one neighbor and analyze the properties of the modied TTC mechanism introduced in Section 5. Under this extension, we have the following assumptions over the preferences of neighbors: For any



a ∈ AN



with



exists a subset of schools



|h(a)| = m (that is, a student K{a,h(a)} ⊂ S such that
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with



m≥1



neighbors), there



s ∈ K{a,h(a)}



si 6= sj



1.



(s, s, ..., s)Pa (s1 , s2 , ..., sm )



2.



(s, s, ..., s)Pa (s0 , s0 , ...., s0 )



3.



(s, s2 , ..., sm )Ia (s, s02 , ..., s0m )



if



s0i 6= s



4.



(s, s2 , ..., sm )Ia (s, s02 , ..., s0m )



if



s∈ / K{a,h(a)} ;



5.



(s, s2 , ..., sm )Ra (s0 , s02 , ..., s0m ) ⇐⇒ (s, s2 , ..., sm )Pa (s0 , s02 , ..., s0m )



Let



M



if



if



s ∈ K{a,h(a)} and



and



and



for some



s0 ∈ / K{a,h(a)}



sj 6= s



for some



i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}



;



;



i, j ∈ {2, 3, ..., m}



;



and if



be the maximum number of students in a neighbor group.



s 6= s0 . In the following



proposition we show that there does not exist a unilateral-α-stable mechanism that is strategy-proof if



α > 1/M .



Proposition 4 There does not exist a unilateral-α-stable mechanism that is strategyproof if α > 1/M . Proof.



α > M1 . Consider the following problem. There are 2 schools (plus the outside option) S = {s∅ , s1 , s2 } with q = (2M, M, M + 1), and 2M students A =   M {a1.1 , ..., a1.M , a2.1 , ...a2.M }, where h(a1.k ) = ∪M i=1 a1.i \ {a1.k } and h(a2.k ) = ∪i=1 a2.i \ {a2.k } for all k ∈ {1, ..., M }. For any k ∈ {1, ..., m} and j ∈ {1, 2}, we say that student aj.k is a type-j student. The schools' priorities are s :a1.1 s a2.1 s a2.2 s ... s a2.M s a1.2 s a1.3 s ... s a1.M for all s ∈ S Since each school has at least M seats and dα · M e = 2, unilateral-α-stability means that students a1.1 and a2.1 (the highest ranked students at both schools) cannot have Choose



their priorities individual-violated. Suppose that the mechanism



1



ψ



R for ¯ 1 = (s1 ), s2 P¯ 1 s1 P¯ 1 s∅ a :K a a a



sider the preference prole



is unilateral-α-stable and strategy-proof. First con-



the students, where for all



a∈A



Then there are two unilateral-α-stable matchings:



µ1



(where all type-1 students are



s1 and all type-2 students to s2 ) and µ2 (where all type-1 students are assigned to s2 and all type-2 students to s1 ). 1 1 We rst show that ψ cannot select µ in problem R . Consider the following prefer2 1 ence prole R , which diers from R only in a2.1 's singleton preferences: a :Ra2 = Ra1 for a ∈ A \ {a2.1 } ¯ a2 = (s1 ), s1 P¯ 2 s2 P¯ 2 s∅ . a2.1 :K a2.1 a2.1 2.1 2 Then µ is the unique unilateral-α-stable matching. Therefore, if true preferences are 1 1 1 given by R , and ψ selects µ in problem R , then a2.1 would benet from misreporting.
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Next, we show that



ψ



cannot select



3



µ2



in problem



R1 .



Consider the following pref-



1



R , which diers from R only in a1.1 's singleton preferences: a = Ra1 for a ∈ A \ {a1.1 } ¯ a3 = (s1 ), s1 P¯a3 s2 P¯a3 s∅ a1.1 :K 2.1 1.1 1.1 1 Then µ is the unique unilateral-α-stable matching. Therefore, if true preferences are 1 2 1 given by R , and ψ selects µ in problem R , then a1.1 would benet from misreporting. 1 2 1 Since any unilateral-α-stable mechanism must select either µ or µ in problem R , we 1 there does not exist an unilateral-α-stable mechanism mechanism conclude that if α > M



erence prole



:Ra3



that is strategy-proof. We next show that the modied TTC mechanism retains its desirable properties when the group size is increased.



In particular, it is still Pareto ecient and joint



strategy-proof, and it achieves Proposition 4's upper bound on stability for strategyproof mechanisms.



Theorem 3 The modied TTC is Pareto ecient, strategy-proof, joint strategy-proof, and 1/M stable. Proof.



Fix a school choice problem with neighbors



[S, A, q, , h, R], and let µ denote



the matching that results from the modied TTC mechanism.



1 M



stability:



his assignment



µ(a)



First, consider a singleton student



µ(a),



a ∈ A1 .



If



a



prefers a school



s



to



then under the rules of the mechanism he would have pointed to



s's seats were lled. Thus, µ is singletonqs non-wasteful. Suppose now that r(a, s ) ≤ d e. Because each student or image that s M points to can cause the assignment of at most M students, s's seats cannot all be lled qs 1 before s has pointed to its top d e students. Thus, µ is singleton- -fair. M M Next, consider a student a ∈ AN with a set h(a) of m ≤ M neighbors. An analogous 1 argument shows that µ is individual-non-wasteful and individual- -fair. Similarly, if M the group (a, h(a)) prefer (s, s, ..., s) to their assignment (µ(a), µ(h(a))), then all but m − 1 of the seats at s must be lled by students who either have higher priority than at least one of (a, h(a)) themselves or have a neighbor with higher priority. That outcome qs is not possible if all a and students in h(a) are ranked among s's top d e students. M 1 Thus, µ is group-non-wasteful and group- -fair. M 1 1 Since µ is non-wasteful, singleton- -fair, individual-M -fair, and group- -fair, it is M M only after the step in which the last of



1 -stable. M



Joint strategy-proofness and strategy-proofness:



First suppose that students who are



neighbors do not add schools to the list of jointly preferred schools
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K.



Note that any



school pointing to a student or group will continue pointing there until that student or group is assigned. Hence, any possible cycle that a student or group can form in any step



k can be formed in later steps:



they gain nothing by pointing to a school other than their



top available choice or (in the case of a pair) excluding any school from the students assigned in step 1 of the mechanism.



K.



Consider



They are assigned to their most



preferred schools (or school groups) with available capacity, and thus cannot benet from misreporting.



Moreover, any student or group not assigned in this step cannot



aect the cycles selected in this step. Next consider the students assigned in step



k > 1.



They are assigned to their most preferred schools (or school group) that have sucient capacity left after the assignments of the rst



k−1



steps.



Since they cannot aect



the cycles that were selected in earlier steps, they cannot gain from misreporting their singleton preferences or change the order of joint preferences. Now consider the possibility that a group of neighbors



s



to



K{a,h(a)} . a



falsely add a school



In that case, if the mechanism assigns the pair to



step, then at that step there is a cycle including where either



(a, h(a))



or



h(a)



s



and a school



s



0



(s, s, ..., s)



at some



(possibly equal to



s)



has the highest priority among the remaining students. Without



loss of generality, suppose that it is



a



who has that highest priority. Then



gotten himself an outcome at least as good as being assigned to



s



a



could have



(being assigned to



s by himself is just as good for him as being assigned to s together with h(a), since s∈ / K{a,h(a)} ) by reporting truthfully. Therefore, adding s to K{a,h(a)} cannot make a strictly better o. Thus, the mechanism is strategy-proof and joint strategy-proof.



Pareto eciency:



Since in each step students and pairs point to their most preferred



option among the available ones, any change in assignments that makes a student assigned in step



k



better o must make at least one student assigned in an earlier step



worse o. Thus, the mechanism is Pareto optimal.
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choice is school s2 together. Otherwise each student cares only about his own school: student a1 ranks s1 over s2 over the outside option, and student a2 ranks s2 over the outside option over s1. Note that even though student a1 prefers s1 over s2 if he is on his own, if his neighbor a2 is with him the ordering is reversed. 
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